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aicci.fi

We create the delights of your home,
to inspire the stories of your life. 

Since the company was founded in 2006, true 
to our values, we have been working to bring out 
the finest qualities of light and enhance the joy 
of life. We rely on our unique expertise to create 
singular innovative and beautiful light solutions
to embellish daily life sustainably.

Aicci® T1 – a unique luminous table collection 
which is timeless, yet contemporary. The items 
integrate well with different styles, and they can 
be transferred from one place to the next, 
connecting Nordic design heritage with modern 
innovation to optimise the very best to meet the 
human longing and desire for beauty and light.  
 

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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Sauli Koukkari and Päivi Charpentier

Designers
An overflow of creativity and a profound interest into the world 
of technology combined to jump-start the mind and skills of Sauli 
Koukkari’s journey as an artistic designer and lighting 
manufacturer. As a designer, Sauli has looked deeply into the 
matter with a fascination of creating and delivering soft and 
pleasant light to the eye in various situations, being always excited 
about delivering new and unique innovation. 

Päivi Charpentier is a designer inspired by a lifelong energy in 
observing environment and human behaviour, where her studies 
and interior architectural work has honed her thinking. Through 
experience she has developed her expertise in sustainability, 
questioning the object’s form, use of materials and every detail. 
She believes that objects can lend quintessential qualities to life 
that can offer us better and more considered therapeutic living. 
Päivi runs product design along with strategic planning and 
branding.  

Our Nordic lifestyle-influence impacts strongly on our work and 
how we see light as a source of life. We base our ideology on 
long-term study of the nature of the light qualities, and use of 
latest lighting technology, whilst appreciating the intimacy 
between reflections and colour reproduction and harmonising 
this with the natural human desire for a concord of beauty and 
light in the home.

Within Aicci’s Muurame, Central Finland, workshop,we work, play 
and discover in various directions to develop comfortable and 
optimum lights with our own clarity and pared-back Nordic 
simplicity. Our ethos is to deliver the luxury of beautiful living 
through the restorative elegance of lighting that creates 
a tranquility between soul and home for everybody.

Sauli Koukkari and Päivi Charpentier
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Luminous Aicci T1 tables 

Aicci T1 is a versatile table and lamp 
combination that takes the concept 
of the mood lighting to new directions 
and heights. Tables have fully 
controllable light allowing for flexible 
placement of the luminous tables and 
the creation of unique two-way light 
on the chosen placement. 

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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A contemporary table and lamp, the 
Aicci T1 is a statement in plain Nordic 
design. Featuring an intriguing play of 
straight lines, rounded edges and light 
whilst exuding an elegant equilibrium.

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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Timed natural radiance of the brightness 
and hue offering an elegant and subdued 
wake-up light.

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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Perfectly balanced and delivered light 
creates an intimate lighting effect that 
is suitable for quieter moments of 
contemplation or for just feeling more 
relaxed and restored.  

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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Fixed luminous tables for
precise accentuation

Aicci T1W wall-mounted table and shelf 
can be fixed in position to serve as bedside 
table, a small effects dropping-off shelf, 
a platform to highlight a precious object or 
alone to illuminate a specific spot. It comes in 
a choice of two sizes and three frame colours 
(white, black and gold). Fully controllable and 
soft light to meet the choice of your tones.
The compact side table and fixture’s refined 
form lends it to suit a range of spaces. 

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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Home is a place where you need to 
feel at total ease. Ambient light is at 
the foundation of our well-being and 
mood enhancement. Above all, if 
delivered thoughtfully, sensitively 
introduced light can transform 
a home and transpose the mind and 
senses to improved levels in realms of 
happiness, warmth and tranquillity.

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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Endlessly versatile, Aicci T1 tables offers the freedom to decorate using 
illumination uniquely to create a special atmosphere in any interior. 
Our table coloured lights offer light shades from soft pastel tones to 
pure and rich hues. 

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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For a colour aficionado, Aicci T1 tables with 
coloured lights are your choice. 

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
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Aicci T1 table
Aicci T1 is offered in different sizes and 
colours in two formats. The light sources 
selected to match preferred style, in tuneable, 
to own choice, white or coloured LEDs. 
The floor-standing version for coffee and side 
table use can be placed to any desired interior, 
while an advanced Bluetooth lighting control 
by Casambi turns light on and off, and changes 
dimming, hue and intensity, along with other 
functions. The wall mounted version is 
designed to integrate within the surrounding 
interior decoration and where space is limited.

MATERIALS
     
Tabletop:               Opal laminated glass 
Light optics:          Acrylic 
Frame:                  Aluminium and titanium 
Legs:                     Aluminium 
Wall bracket:         Steel
Control gear box:  Birch plywood and steel 
    
 

XS
  
33 x 43 x 43 cm 
13.0” x 16.9” x 16.9” 
Net weight: 5.0 kg
 
LED OPTIONS 
Tunable white
24V   7,7W   900 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 
 
Coloured RGB 
24V   11,5W   960 lm

S 

 
43 x 43 x 49 cm 
16.9” x 16.9” x 19.3”
Net weight: 6.2 kg
 
LED OPTIONS
Tunable white
24V   7,7W   900 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 

Coloured RGB 
24V   11,5W   960 lm

M 

 
53 x 43 x 55 cm
20.9” x 16.9” x 21.7”
Net weight: 7.5 kg
 
LED OPTIONS
Tunable white
24V   9,6W   1130 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 

Coloured RGB 
24V   14,4W   1200 lm

D D D

 White       Black        Gold

COLOURS
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CLASSIFICATION 
 
IP 40 / tabletop IP 44 
IEC protection class II 
CE marking, RoHS

CONTROL GEAR UNIT 

Plug-in cable:   Leght 2,5m/8,2ft. AC plug CEE 7/7 (EU) 
Control:            Casambi lighting control integrated 
Power:            24VDC, 85 - 305VAC, 47 - 440Hz

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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W XS
 
 
33 x 43 x 12,5 cm
13.0” x 16.9” x 4.9” 
Net weight: 5,5 kg

LED OPTIONS 
Tunable white
24V   7,7W   900 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 

Coloured RGB 
24V   11,5W   960 lm

W S 

 

43 x 43 x 12,5 cm 
16.9” x 16.9” x 4.9” 
Net weight: 6,7 kg

LED OPTIONS 
Tunable white
24V   7,7W   900 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 

Coloured RGB 
24V   11,5W   960 lm

D D

L
 
 
63 x 63 x 31 cm
24.8” x 24.8” x 12.2”
Net weight: 12 kg

LED OPTIONS 
Tunable white
24V   11,5W   1360 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 

Coloured RGB 
24V   17,3W   1440 lm

XL 

 
83 x 83 x 37 cm
32.7” x 32.7” x 14.6” 
Net weight: 20 kg

LED OPTIONS 
Tunable white
24V   15,4W   1810 lm 
2000-6500K  CRI >90 
 

Coloured RGB 
24V   23,0W   1920 lm

D D
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CONTROL GEAR UNIT 

Plug-in cable:   Leght 2,5m/8,2ft. AC plug CEE 7/7 (EU) 
Control:            Casambi lighting control integrated 
Power:            24VDC, 85 - 305VAC, 47 - 440Hz

CLASSIFICATION 
 
IP 40 / tabletop IP 44 
IEC protection class II 
CE marking, RoHS

CLASSIFICATION 
 
IP 40 / tabletop IP 44 
IEC protection class II 
CE marking, RoHS

CONTROL GEAR UNIT 

Plug-in cable:   Leght 2,5m/8,2ft. AC plug CEE 7/7 (EU) 
Control:            Casambi lighting control integrated 
Power:            24VDC, 85 - 305VAC, 47 - 440Hz

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

 
Made in Finland

Luminous Aicci® T1 tables are coffee tables, side tables and contemporary lamps 
made of skillfully curated, practical and solid materials. This makes Aicci pieces 
beautiful, sustainable and user-friendly. Carefully selected materials complement 
Aicci’ design and make them a modern, yet timeless choice. Aicci® products are 
manufactured using modern manufacturing methods in Muurame, Finland, where 
the finishing, assembly, quality inspection and packaging of Aicci products are 
always carefully handcrafted. 

The Aicci T1 uses state-of-the-art LED lights that guarantee high light output, 
low-energy consumption, long life and superior quality light. Tables Casambi lighting 
control is based on Bluetooth (BLE) technology. This provides all the options you 
would expect from an advanced high spec lighting control system, to the best 
standard required, that are also trusted by professionals. 

We design our luminaires to be long-lasting and easy to maintain. For this reason, 
the light sources and other maintenance requiring electrical components in our 
luminaires are ultimately designed to be replaceable after long wear. We have 
extended our 3-year warranty to include light sources in order to deliver our 
desire that our products will be timeless, reliable and sure to please. 
 
Please refer our website for more information: aicci.fi

Credits 
 

 
Christian Jakowleff: Cover, 1, 12, 13, 15, 26-27, 28, 29
Emmi Virtanen: 4, 6, 16, 17, 22, 23, 25, 30, 31
Martti Järvi and Elina Vikman: 9, 10-11, 14, 21, 24 
Kalleheikki Kannisto: 35, 36, 37
Päivi Charpentier: 18

The Aicci® Ltd has applied patent pending for illuminating furniture and structures therefor 
covers, inter alia, the implementation of furniture such as the Aicci T 1 tables. Aicci Ltd owns and 
controls all intellectual property rights in the designs and inventions of its products and related 
materials. Any use of Aicci Ltd’s intellectual property rights without written permission is 
strictly prohibited. 
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https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/
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R

www.aicci.fi 

Aicci Ltd 
Punasillantie 33, 40950 Muurame, FINLAND 
info@aicci.fi
 
Sales: +358 (50) 5264 254 
Studio/Production: +358 (0)10 4181 440 
sales@aicci.fi

05/2022

https://www.aicci.fi/aicci-t1-luminous-tables/



